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Frequently Requested Presentations 

Book Dr. Alexa to speak at your next event! Email connect@dralexa.ca

The demands of life these days can be immense. From work, to managing a household, to 

raising children or caring for family, it can feel like the work never ends. So what if you 

weren’t just trying to make it to the end of each day or week? What if you had energy at 

the end of the day? Prolonged stress has a relatively predictable impact on the body over 

time if not addressed. Learn where you are in this progression and how to get back on the 

path to vitality.

Beating Burnout: Surviving Modern Life Without Crashing and Burning 

Why does one person catch a cold while another person doesn’t? How come one person’s 

cold lasts three days, and another person is still sniffling three weeks later? Although there 

are several factors involved, the individual's immune system is the major player here. So 

how can you boost your immune function to be the person who gets over a cold quickly? 

Let’s discuss natural strategies that will get your immune system ready for cold and flu 

season, as well as some tips for when you do get sick, so you can fight the virus faster.  

Conquer Your Colds: Natural Cold & Flu Prevention and Treatment
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5 Simple Steps To Increase Your Energy and Combat Fatigue 
Fatigue is one of the most common concerns I hear from patients. While some cases require intensive 

treatment, the vast majority of people are making simple mistakes that when corrected, can make a 

significant difference in energy levels. Learn about which of your daily habits can either boost or 

tank your energy levels, and how to get the most energy throughout your day. 

Despite PMS being incredibly common in our society, symptoms such as premenstrual mood changes, 

acne, breast tenderness, and bloating, are all signs of a hormonal imbalance. The same goes for 

irregular, painful, heavy, or very light periods. The good news is that you can begin to shift your 

hormones with nutritional choices and adding a few healthy routines to your week.

Did You Know That PMS Is Not Normal? 

You’ve tried dieting. You’ve tried exercise. And you just can’t seem to lose that 

stubborn weight! There are many reasons why your body is holding onto its fat 

stores. I’ll highlight the most common reasons people have trouble losing 

excess fat, and how you can start turning that around. 

This presentation is also available as an in-depth workshop.

9 Reasons You Can't Lose Weight 

Additional Topics 

Book Dr. Alexa to speak at your next event! Email connect@dralexa.ca

Customized presentation topics available. Contact for rates and for more information.

In order to heal, our bodies need a few key things. I’ll talk about what steps you can take to support 

each of these pillars that will help get you on the path to healing. Whether you sprained your ankle 

last week, or if you’ve got a nagging injury that just won’t get better, this applies to you. I will also 

include a discussion about when inflammation is helpful, and when it becomes detrimental to health.

3 Key Steps to Get Back on Your Feet Faster After Injury 

Acne isn't really a skin problem - it's a symptom of something going on much 

deeper in the body. Often those with acne suffer the physical and emotional 

impacts of their skin condition for years without relief. Yet, when we 

understand the underlying problems that lead to acne, the solutions begin to 

become clearer. In this talk, I discuss how acne develops, nutrition and lifestyle 

factors that can help reduce breakouts, and further considerations for stubborn 

acne cases.

Acne Treatment from the Inside Out


